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THE   BEATLES
Capi+ol  T-2228
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THE   KINGSTON   TRIO
Decca    DL   74613

The    Kingston's   firs+    ailbum    for   +heir
new  label  afflliiation  and  it's  a  good
one,   full   of   exci+ing   new   perform-
ances.   Fine   cover   +oo.

HAWAII   TATTOO
MARTIN   DENNY
hiberly  LRP  3394
"Hawaii    Tattoo"    is    a    smaslt    single
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Muslc  roR  ROMANCE
MELACHRINO   STRINGS
RCA   Victor   LPM   2979
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BAJOUR   ORIGINAL   CAST
Columbia  KOL  6300
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should   enioy   solid   sales.
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LOUIS   ARMSTRONG
IN   THE   30's,   lN   THE   40's
RCA   Victor   LSP   2971
Here  are  a  flock  of  Louis'   older  rec-
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BLUE   SPOON
JIMMY   WITH`ERSPOON
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Good   standard   morchandi§e.                           mil'iar   blues   songs.

MAN  ABOUT  MUSIC

Looking Ahead
By  Bob  Rol®ntz

Now  that  the  FTC  deci-
sion       concerning      record
clubs,     (re    the    Columbia
Record  Club,  etc.)  has  been
absorbed  by  the  big  record
labels, we predict that there
will  be  renewed  intensifica-
tion of competition between
the Victor and the Columbia
clubs  for  mem-bers.

Columbia    has    had    the
largest  cliub  for  years;  Vic-
tor doesn't like running sec-
ond.  The first  move  on Vic-
tor's  part  to  strengthen  its
club was taking it. over from
the  Reader's  Digest  to  ham-

die  it  themselves.  The  sec-
ond  move,  we  predict,  will
be to add product from other
record labels.  And we think
one  of  these  labels  will  be
the  on'1y  major  that  as  yet
does not have any club com-
mitments,    Decca    Records.
ABC-Paramount might even
be  another.

Man  Wan+ed
We hear that Utilities and

Industries    Corp.,     (they're
the   new   owners   of   Mills
Music,   in   case  you've   for-

FIDDLER    ON    THE    ROOF
CANNONBALL   ADDERLEY
Capitol   ST-2216
Here's    Cannonball.s    firs+    album    for
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STAN   GETZ   GREATEST   HITS
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JAZZ     IMPRESSIONS     OF    A     BOY
NAMED  CHARLIE   BROWN

VINCE   GUARALDI    TRIO
Fantasy    5017
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documentary    on    +ho    comic    strip
cliaracter.

gotten)   have  still  not  set-
tled on anyone to head their
new    publishing    firm.     A
steady  stream  of  applicants
has   been   interviewed   but
no   one   has   been   selected.
Job  is  reported  to pay  over
$50,000 per year.

Speaking   of   music   pub-
lishers,  the  list  of  large,  in-
dependent  old-line  ASCAP
firms  grows  steadily  small-
er, now that Mills and Leeds
have  been  sold.  Of  the  re-
mainder    the    rumors    are
that  two  are  already  on  the
sales   bloc.   MCA.   when   it
bought    Leeds,    let    it    be
known  that  it
the  market  for
lishing   firms.

still  in

Inside   Music
The     traffic     in     Beatles

dubs,    acetates    and    tapes
must   be   tremendous   these

MAN   OF  THE  WORLD
ALEX   HASSILEV
RCA   Victoi.   LPM   2911
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about  it.

SPY  WITH   A   PIE
SOUPY   SALES
ABC-Paramount   ABC-503
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days.  There  hasn't  been  a
Beatles  record  issued in the
U.     S.     that    hasn't    been
played    on    radio    stations
prior   to   the   release   date,
since   the   hirsute   lads   ex-
ploded  the  disc  scene  about
a year  ago.  Their latest LP,
which  is  being  issued  Mon-
day   (14)   is  a  case  in  point.
A      number      of      stations
throughout the country were
playing  tracks from  the  LP
right  after  Thanksgiving.

This  built  up  such  a  de-
mand for  the LP that  Capi-
tol  had  to  shift  its  original
release date from December
28 to December 14. The same
thing   happened   with   the
Beatles  last single  and with
innumerable   singles   previ-
ously.  It shows  initiative  on
the   part   of   radio   stations
and  deejays,  but  it  is  driv-
ing  Capitol  crazy.
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